Benchmarking Pain Assessment Rate in Critical Care Transport.
The purpose of this study is to determine the rate of pain assessment in pediatric neonatal critical care transport (PNCCT). The GAMUT database was interrogated for an 18-month period and excluded programs with less than 10% pediatric or neonatal patient contacts and less than 3 months of any metric data reporting during the study period. We hypothesized pain assessment during PNCCT is superior to prehospital pain assessment rates, although inferior to in-hospital rates. Sixty-two programs representing 104,445 patient contacts were analyzed. A total of 21,693 (20.8%) patients were reported to have a documented pain assessment. Subanalysis identified 17 of the 62 programs consistently reporting pain assessments. This group accounted for 24,599 patients and included 7,273 (29.6%) neonatal, 12,655 (51.5%) pediatric, and 4,664 (19.0%) adult patients. Among these programs, the benchmark rate of pain assessment was 90.0%. Our analysis shows a rate below emergency medical services and consistent with published hospital rates of pain assessment. Poor rates of tracking of this metric among participating programs was noted, suggesting an opportunity to investigate the barriers to documentation and reporting of pain assessments in PNCCT and a potential quality improvement initiative.